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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SCALABLE
ETHERNET

In general, in one aspect, the invention relates to a computer readable medium comprising computer readable code
for data transfer. The computer readable code, when
executed, performs a method. The method includes receiving
a first Ethernet packet from a source host at a first Axon,
where the first Ethernet packet includes a first destination, a
first source, and data, where the first source is a source MAC
address associated with the source host. The first Axon comprises a route entry, where the route entry is indexed by a
target identification associated with the target host. The route
entry includes a route from the first Axon to a second Axon.
The method further includes obtaining the route from the first
Axon to the second Axon, where the second Axon is operatively connected to the target host. The method further
includes generating an Axon packet, and sending the Axon
packet to the second Axon using the route.
In general, in one aspect, the invention relates to an Axon.
The Axon includes a processor, a route lookup module, and a
header processor module. The route lookup module is configured to receive an Ethernet packet from a source host
directed toward a target host, where the Ethernet packet
includes a first destination, a first source, and data. The first
source is a source MAC address associated with the source
host. The route lookup module is further configured to obtain
a route from the Axon to a second Axon using the first destination, where the second Axon is operatively connected to the
target host, the route is stored in a route entry, and the route
entry is indexed by a target identification associated with the
target host. The route lookup module is further configured to
generate an Axon packet using the route and the Ethernet
packet. The header processor module is configured to receive
the Axon packet, determine a next forward hop using the
route, and determine whether an output port identified by the
next forward hop is connected to the target host. When the
output port identified by the next forward hop is connected to
the target host, the header processor module is configured to
extract the Ethernet packet from the Axon packet, and send
the Ethernet packet to the target host. When the output port
identified by the next forward hop is connected to an intermediate Axon interposed between the Axon and the second
Axon, the header processor module is configured to update
the route in the Axon packet to obtain an updated Axon
packet, and send the updated Axon packet, via the switch in
the Axon, to the output port.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
This application claims priority under35 U.S.C. §119(e) to
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/1 05,3 60 entitled
"Method and System for Scalable Ethernet," filed on Oct. 14,
2008 in the names of Scott Rixner, Alan L. Cox, Michael
Foss, and Jeffrey Shafer, which is hereby incorporated by
reference in its entirety.
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BACKGROUND
Ethernet interfaces are standard equipment in a wide range
of computer systems, from embedded devices to mainframes.
Moreover, switched Ethernet is deployed in a variety of environments, including home networks, office networks, data
center networks, and campus networks. A key reason for
switched Ethernet's wide-spread deployment is its ease of
operation. First, Ethernet equipment will operate with little or
no manual configuration. Second, switched Ethernet is self
healing (e.g., it can automatically take advantage of redundant network connectivity to recover from network failures).
Switched Ethernet's ease of operation is derived in large
part from its ability to flood packets throughout the network.
Specifically, flooding enables a packet to reach the destination host's interface without any configuration of that interface or the network, regardless of the interface's location in
the network topology. However, because Ethernet packets do
not have a time-to-live field, the network topology must not
have any cycles. Otherwise flooded packets will circulate
endlessly inside the network cycles.
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In general, in one aspect, the invention relates to a computer readable medium comprising computer readable code
for data transfer. The computer readable code, when
executed, performs a method. The method includes receiving,
at a first Axon, anARP request from a source host directed to
a target host, where the source host and the first Axon are
operatively connected. The method also includes obtaining a
first route from the first Axon to the second Axon, where the
second Axon is operatively connected to the target host, and
generating a target identification corresponding to the target
host. The method further includes sending an Axon-ARP
request to the second Axon using the first route, where the
second Axon is configured to generate a source identification,
and receiving an Axon-ARP reply from the second Axon,
where the Axon-ARP reply includes a second route, where
the second route includes a route from the second Axon to the
first Axon. The method further includes storing the first route
and a target MAC address in storage space on the first Axon,
where the storage space is indexed by the target identification,
where the target MAC address is associated with the target
host, and sending an ARP reply to the first host where the
source host is configured to send a packet to the target host.
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FIGS. lA-lB show systems in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 2 shows an Axon in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 3 shows a detailed view of a portion of an Axon in
accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 4 shows a flow chart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 5 shows an example in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 6 shows a flow chart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 7 shows an example in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 8 shows an example of packet flow in accordance with
one or more embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 9 shows a flow chart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG.lO shows an example in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
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FIG. H shows a flow chart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 12 shows an example in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 13 shows an example of packet flow in accordance
with one or more embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 14 shows a computer system in accordance with one
or more embodiments of the invention.

embodiments of the invention, while each host must be connected to an Axon, multiple hosts may be connected to a
single Axon.
As an example, FIG. 1 shows Host A (130A) connected to
the Axon Network (100) via Axon A (HOA). Alternatively,
Host B (130B) and Host C (130C) are connected to the Axon
network (100) through an Ethernet Switch (120). The Ethernet Switch (120) is connected to the Axon Network (100) via
Axon B (HOB). In contrast, two or more hosts, such as Host
D through Host N (130D, 130N) may be operatively connected to one Axon, such as Axon C (HOC).
In one embodiment of the invention, a given host may also
transmit packets to a target destination, where the target destination is a host (or other system) not connected to the Axon
Network. In such cases, the Axon Network may be used to
transmit packets a portion of the way and another networking
device and/or communication mechanism may be used to
transmit the packets to the target destination. For example,
Host A (130A) may send packets to a host connected to the
Internet (140). In such cases, the packet is sent from Host A
(130A) to Axon A (HOA). The packet is then transmitted
across the Axon Network (100) to Axon D (HOD). Axon D
(HOD) subsequently transmits the packet to the IP Router
(140), which in tum, transmits the packet over the Internet
(150) to the target destination (not shown).
FIG. 1B shows an example of system in accordance to one
or more embodiments of the invention. Specifically, the system includes a virtualized system (160) operatively connected to AxonE (HOE). Further, AxonE (HOE) is operatively connected to Axon F (HOF) via the Axon Network
(101). Finally, Axon F (HOF) is operatively connected to
Host F (130F).
In one embodiment of the invention, the virtualized system
(i.e., a physical system which supports virtualization) (160)
includes a guest domain (162) and a control domain (164).
Each domain in the virtualized system includes an operating
system instance configured to execute applications. For
example, a host (e.g., Host E (130E)) may execute in the guest
domain (162). Further, a virtual Axon (i.e., an Axon implemented entirely in software) may be executing in the control
domain (164).
Continuing with the discussion of FIG. 1B, the domains
may communicate with each other using a hypervisor (166).
In one embodiment of the invention, the hypervisor (166)
corresponds to any platform virtualization technology configured to virtualize a hardware layer (168) of the virtualized
system (160). Example ofvirtualization technology include,
but are not limited to, Xen and VMware. Xen® is a trademark
overseen by the Xen Project Advisory Board and VMware®
is a registered trademark ofVMware, Inc.
Continuing with the discussion of FIG. 1B, the guest
domain (162) may communicate with hosts external to the
virtualized system via the control domain (164). Further, the
control domain (164) may communicate with hosts external
to the virtualized system via the hypervisor (166) and the
hardware layer (168). For example, Host E (130E) may communicate with Host F (130F) as follows.
Initially, Host E (130E) transmits an Ethernet packet destined for Host F (130F). The Ethernet packet is transmitted via
the hypervisor interface (170), the hypervisor (166), and the
hypervisor interface (174) to the virtual Axon (172). The
virtual Axon (172), upon receipt of the Ethernet packet, performs the necessary steps to generate an Axon packet (described below). The resulting Axon packet is then sent to
Axon E (HOE) via Ethernet interface (176), hypervisor
(166), and Ethernet port (178).AxonE (HOE) upon receipt of
the Axon packet, transmits the packet across the Axon net-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Specific embodiments of the invention will now be
described in detail with reference to the accompanying figures. Like elements in the various figures are denoted by like
reference numerals for consistency.
In the following detailed description of embodiments of the
invention, numerous specific details are set forth in order to
provide a more thorough understanding of the invention.
However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art
that the invention may be practiced without these specific
details. In other instances, well-known features have not been
described in detail to avoid unnecessarily complicating the
description.
In general, embodiments of the invention provide a method
and system for scalable Ethernet. Specifically, embodiments
of the invention provide a method and system for data packet
transfer across a network using Axon devices and Axon packets.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
the invention provides a method for scalable Ethernet to allow
for data transfer across a network while reducing packet
flooding and packet broadcasting. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, this is achieved, in part, by
using source routing to specifY the route the packet uses to
traverse a network. In order to achieve source-routed Ethernet, the invention implements a modified ARP mechanism
(referred to as AxonARP) to obtain the information necessary
to perform source-routed Ethernet. Once the Axon ARP is
performed, data may be communicated between hosts using
source-routed Ethernet.
FIG. 1A shows an example of a system in accordance with
one or more embodiments of the invention. In one embodiment of the invention, the Axon network (100) may include
any number of Axons each connected, using Ethernet, to: (i)
at least one host (e.g., 130A, 130D, 130N) and at least one
other Axon or (ii) at least two other Axons. Further, any
number of Axons may be connected to an Ethernet switch
(120), which may be operatively connected to at least one host
(e.g., 130B, 130C). Each Axon is configured to transfer data
across the Axon network (100) using Axon packets. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the Axon
network is a Local Area Network (LAN). In one embodiment
of the invention, each Axon in the Axon network may be
connected to all other Axons in the Axon network or to a
subset thereof. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
Axon network may be implemented using any network topology. In one embodiment of the invention, a host corresponds
to any device configured to send and/or receive Ethernet
packets. Examples of hosts include, but are not limited to, IP
routers (e.g., 140), servers, and end-user computer systems.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that while an IP router
is shown in the example, routers that handle other types of
network protocols may be substituted.
In order for hosts to transmit and receive data packets
across an Axon Network (100), each such host must be operatively connected to an Axon. According to one or more
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work (1 01) to Axon F (11 OF). Axon F (11 OF) upon receipt of
the Axon packet, performs the necessary steps (described
below) to generate an Ethernet packet. The resulting Ethernet
packet is subsequently transmitted to Host F (130F).
In another embodiment of the invention, the Axon may be
implemented in the hardware layer (168) (for example, in a
network interface card (not shown)). In such instances, the
control domain (164) may include an Axon Manager (not
shown), which includes functionality to (i) configure the
Axon in the hardware layer (168), (ii) enable users within the
control domain to configure all or a portion oftheAxonin the
hardware layer (168). Those skilled in the art will appreciate
that implementing the Axon in the hardware layer (168) may
include (i) implementing the Axon in firmware (or other
persistent storage) within the hardware layer and/or (ii)
implementing the Axon as a circuit (or series of circuits).
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that AxonE interacts
with the virtual Axon as if the virtual Axon is a physical Axon.
Further, Host E interacts with the virtual Axon (i) as if the
virtual Axon is a physical Axon and (ii) as if the Host E and the
virtual Axon are located on physically separate devices. Further, those skilled in the art will appreciate that one or more
Axons in the Axon network may be virtual Axons.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the Axon network (100) shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B are just two examples
of an Axon network configuration and the examples are not
intended to limit the scope of the invention.
FIG. 2 shows the architecture of an Axon (200) in accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. As
shown in FIG. 2, the Axon (200) includes a data plane (205)
and a control plane (210). The data plane (205) allows the
Axon (200) to connect to one or more physical Ethernet ports
(not shown). In one embodiment of the invention, the control
plane (210) configures each Ethernet port to handle either
Ethernet packets or Axon packets, depending on the type of
device to which the port is attached. For example, if anEthernet port is connected to a host, then the control plane configures the Ethernet port to handle Ethernet packets. If an
Ethernet port is connected to another Axon, then the control
plane (210) configures the Ethernet port to handle Axon packets. It is important to note that when a packet is sent from one
Axon to be received by a second Axon, the packet is only
required to traverse the data plane (205) of the Axon (200).
In one embodiment of the invention, the data plane (205)
includes a switch (215), one or more output ports (220A,
220N, 220Z), one or more input ports (225A, 225N, 225Z), a
media access control (MAC) layer (230A, 230N), and a
physical (PHY) layer (235A, 235N). In one embodiment of
the invention, the physical layer (235A, 235N) provides an
interface between the physical Ethernet ports (not shown) and
the Axon (200). In one embodiment of the invention, the
MAC layer (230A, 230N) provides an interface between the
physical layer (235A, 235N) and the input ports (225A,
225N, 225Z) and output ports (220A, 220N, 220Z). Further,
the MAC layer (230A, 230N) provides channel access control
mechanisms to enableAxons to communicate with each other
in the Axon network.
In one embodiment of the invention, each input port and
output port corresponds to a buffer configured to store a
pre-defined number of packets. The size of the buffer may
vary between input and output ports. In one embodiment of
the invention, the switch (215) is configured to receive packets from an input port and provide the packet to the appropriate output port (described below).
In one embodiment of the invention, the control plane
(210) includes a memory (240) and a processor (245). The
memory corresponds to any medium capable of storing data.

Examples of memory include, but are not limited to, random
access memory (RAM), flash-type storage devices (e.g.,
NAND-Flash memory, NOR -Flash memory, etc.), hard disks
(i.e., non-volatile storage devices which store digitally
encoded data on rotating platters with magnetic surfaces),
hybrid storage devices (i.e., storage devices that include two
or more types of storage media, for example, flash-type
medium and magnetic media), or a combination thereof.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
memory is allocated to each host operatively connected to the
Axon (200) such that for each input port there exists allocated
memory and the allocated memory is inaccessible to other
hosts connected to the Axon.
In one embodiment ofthe invention, the Axon (200) may
include additional memory (not shown), where the additional
memory is associated with the input and output ports. In one
embodiment of the invention, the additional memory is configured to store route entries (described below) for hosts
operatively connected to the input ports. Further, the memory
is configured to temporarily store packets while they are
being processed by the Axon. In one embodiment of the
invention, there may be a single additional memory for all
input and output ports. Alternatively, there may be multiple
additional memories, such that there is one additional
memory for each port (input or output) or for a subset of ports
(input or output).
FIG. 3 shows a detailed view of a portion of an Axon in
accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention.
The detailed view includes a switch (300), an output port
(305), an input port (310), and a MAC (315). In one embodiment of the invention, packets are received at the input port
(310) via the MAC (315). Upon processing of the packets by
the input port (31 0), the packet is sent to an output port (305)
via the switch (300). Finally, the packet leaves the Axon via
the output port (305).
In one embodiment of the invention, the input port (310)
includes a route lookup module (330) and a header processor
module (335). In one embodiment of the invention, the route
lookup module (330) is configured to receive an Ethernet
packet, generate an Axon packet, and send the Axon packet to
the header processor module (335). In one embodiment of the
invention, the header processor module (335) is configured to
receive an Axon packet, determine whether the Axon packet
should be sent to an Axon or a host, and process the packet
accordingly.
In one or more embodiments of the invention, packets are
only processed by the route lookup module (330) when the
input port (310) is receiving packets from a host. In one
embodiment of the invention, Axons that are not directly
connected to a host (also referred to as "intermediate Axons")
may only include the header processor module (335) and not
include the route lookup module (330). In other embodiments, all input ports for all Axons (regardless of what they
are connected to) include both the route lookup module (330)
and the header processor module (335). Those skilled in the
art will appreciate that while the header processor module
(335) and the route lookup module (330) perform different
tasks, the two modules may be replaced with one module that
incorporates the functionality of the header processor module
(335) and the route lookup module (330). The functionality of
the route lookup module (330) and the header process module
(335) are described in detail below.
Continuing with the discussion of FIG. 3, the output port
(305) is configured to receive packets that have been processed by the header processor module (335) and are ready to
be sent over an Ethernet link. In one or more embodiments of
the invention, the output port (305) includes one or more Port
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Queues (320A, 320N) and a queue selector (325). In one or
more embodiments of the invention, there is one port queue
(320A, 320N) in each output port (305) for each input port
(31 0) in the Axon. According to one or more embodiments of
the invention, the Port Queues (320A, 320N) are cut-through
queues that allow for cut -through routing in an Axon. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the queue
selector (325) includes functionality to determine from which
port queue to select a packet to send. In one embodiment of
the invention, the queue selector uses around-robin algorithm
such that the number of packets processed from each port
queue is equal (or substantially equal). In another embodiment of the invention, the queue selector uses an algorithm
that ensures the amount of packets (measured, for example, in
bytes) processed from each port queue is equal (or substantially equal). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that other
selection algorithms may be used.
FIG. 4 shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention. More specifically, FIG. 4
shows a method for sending an Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) request from a source host to a target host across an
Axon network. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that in
order for two hosts to interact with each other across an
Ethernet network, one host must send an ARP request to a
second host to identify the MAC address of the second host.
Further, those skilled in the art will appreciate that in order to
utilize source routing between two hosts, one host must send
an ARP request to the second host to obtain routes between
the two hosts.
While the various steps in this flowchart are presented and
described sequentially, one of ordinary skill will appreciate
that some or all of the steps may be executed in different
orders, may be combined or omitted, and some or all of the
steps may be executed in parallel.
Turning to FIG. 4, at 400, the source host sends an ARP
request to the target host. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the source host knows the source host MAC address
and the source host internet protocol (IP) address, as well as
the target host IP address. For the purpose of this example, the
ARP request is used to find a MAC address corresponding to
an IP address; however, those skilled in the art will appreciate
that the ARP request may be used to determine the MAC
address corresponding to the network layer address of any
protocol.
At 405, a source Axon intercepts the ARP request from the
source host. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, the source Axon is operatively connected to the
source host, such that the source host uses the source Axon to
communicate across an Axon network.
At 410, the source Axon allocates storage for a route entry
in memory allocated to the source host. As described above,
multiple hosts may be connected to one Axon. Accordingly,
each host operatively connected to an Axon has memory
allocated for that host. This memory is used to store route
information for the source host to communicate with the
target host in the future without requiring a second ARP
request.
At 415, the source Axon identifies a target Axon operatively connected to the target host. The source Axon obtains a
route from the source Axon to the target Axon. Those skilled
in the art will appreciate that the source Axon may obtain the
route in various ways, including but not limited to a distributed hash table or a central controller.
At 420, the source Axon generates a target identification.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
target identification is a locally administered MAC address.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that using a locally

administered MAC address eliminates the possibility of conflicting with any actual MAC address on the network. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the target
identification is used as an index to identifY data needed to
route a packet to the target Axon (described below). The target
identification is also used as the perceived target MAC
address of the target host. The source Axon uses the target
identification to generate anAxon-ARP request and sends the
Axon-ARP request across an Axon network to the target
Axon. The Axon-ARP request is generated using the MAC
address associated with the source host and the target identification. Those skilled in the art will appreciate thattheAxonARP request is transmitted across the Axon network using the
route obtainedin415. FIG. 8 describes an example of a packet
traversing the Axon Network.
At 425, thetargetAxonreceives theAxon-ARP request and
allocates storage for a route entry in memory allocated to the
target host. Similarly to the allocated memory described at
410, this memory is used to store the index and route information necessary to transmit packets from the target Axon to
the source Axon. As described above, the target Axon may be
operatively connected to a number of hosts. Each of these
hosts has allocated memory in the target Axon. Further, the
target Axon generates a source identification is used as an
index to identifY data needed to route a packet to the source
Axon from the target Axon. The source identification is also
used as the perceived source MAC address to the target host.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
target Axon temporarily stores theAxon-ARP request so that
it may be accessed later.
At 430, the target Axon sends anARP request to the target
host. According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
the ARP request includes the source identification in the
source MAC field. At 435, the target host stores the source
identification as a new source MAC address in the allocated
memory. Further, the target host generates and sends anARP
reply that includes the actual target host MAC address (i.e.,
the TMAC) to the target Axon.
At 440, the target Axon generates a route from the target
Axon to the source host using the reverse route in the AxonARP request and generates a route entry in the memory allocated to the target host. Alternatively, the target Axon may
obtain the route from another source. The route entry includes
the MAC address associated with the source host and the
target identification. According to one or more embodiments
of the invention, the route entry also includes the route from
the target Axon to the source Axon. In one embodiment of the
invention, the aforementioned route entry is indexed using a
source identification (discussed above).
At 445, the target Axon generates and sends anAxon-ARP
reply to the source Axon. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the Axon-ARP reply includes the
source identification, the ARP reply, and the reverse route. In
one embodiment of the invention, the source identification is
a locally administered MAC address.
At 450, the source Axon receives theAxon-ARP reply and
generates a new header. The MAC address associated with the
target host is stored as a new destination and the source
identification is stored as a new source in the memory allocated to the source host. In addition, the route from the source
Axon to the target Axon may be stored. According to one or
more embodiments of the invention, the target identification
is used to index the routing information.
At 455, the source Axon sends an ARP reply to the source
host. In the ARP reply, the target identification is used in the
source field and the MAC address associated with the source
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host is used in the destination field. At 460, the source host
stores the target identification as the MAC address for the
target host.
In one embodiment of the invention, an Axon connected to
a host appears to the host as an Ethernet switch (or equivalent
device). Accordingly, pursuant to the Ethernet protocol, the
source host sends anARP request to the Axon and expects an
ARP reply with the MAC address of the target host. The target
host operates in a similar manner to the source host. Accordingly, the method shown in FIG. 4 allows the source host and
target host to remain unchanged while enabling the source
host and target host to perform the ARP request/ARP reply
defined by the Ethernet protocol.
FIG. 5 shows an example of the method shown in FIG. 4.
The example is not intended to limit the scope of the invention. Turning to FIG. 5, FIG. 5 shows an example of anARP
request and an ARP reply sent from a source host (SOOA,
SOON) to a target host (530A, 530N) using a source Axon
(510A, 51 0N) and a target Axon (520A, 520N). Further, FIG.
5 shows the state of the components before theARP request at
the source host (SOOA), the source Axon (510A), the target
Axon (520A), and the target host (530A). The diagram also
shows the state of the components after the ARP reply at the
source host (SOON), the source Axon (51 0N), the target Axon
(520N), and the target host (53 0N).
Turning to the example, the source host (SOOA, SOON) and
the source Axon (510A, 510N) are operatively connected.
Similarly, the target Axon (520A, 52 0N) and the target host
(530A, 530N) are also operatively connected. According to
one or more embodiments of the invention, the source Axon
(510A, 51 0N) and the target Axon (520A, 52 0N) are directly
connected to each other or are connected over an Axon network that includes one or more intermediate Axons.
Before the process begins, the source host (SOOA) includes
the source host MAC address ("SMAC"), the source host IP
address ("S IP"), and the target host IP address ("T IP").
Similarly, the target host (530A) includes data identifYing the
target host MAC address ("TMAC"), the target host IP
address ("T IP"), and the source host IP address ("S IP").
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that while this example
shows that the target host includes data identifying the source
host IP address, it is not necessary for purposes of this invention.
At ST535, the source host (SOOA) sends anARP request to
locate the target host (530A). Those skilled in the art will
appreciate that an ARP request includes at least a sender's
MAC address, a sender's IP address, a target IP address, and
a broadcast MAC address (i.e., "FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF"). In
this example, theARP includes "SMAC," "SIP," and "TIP".
Upon receiving the ARP request from the source host
(SOOA), the source Axon (510A) converts theARP request to
an Axon-ARP request. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the ARP request is converted to an
Axon-ARP request in the control plane of the source Axon
(510). According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the source Axon (510A) obtains a route from the source
Axon (510A) to the target Axon (520A), generates a target
identification ("T ID"), replaces the broadcast MAC address
with the target identification, and prepends the route to the
ARP request. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, theAxon-ARP request may also include a reverse
route field (not shown), which is populated while the AxonARP request traverses the Axon network. At ST540, the
source Axon (510A) sends the Axon-ARP request to the
target Axon (520A). According to one or more embodiments

of the invention, the source Axon (510A) sends the AxonARP request to the target Axon (520A) using the route in the
Axon-ARP request.
When the target Axon (520A) receives the Axon-ARP
request, the target Axon (520) stores theAxon-ARP request in
local memory allocated to the target host (530A). The target
Axon (520A) generates a source identification (i.e., "SID") to
be used as a perceived source MAC address to the target host.
The source identification is also be used as an index to identifY information needed to route packets from the target Axon
(520A) to the source Axon (510A).
The target Axon (520A) subsequently generates an ARP
request (denotedARP') from receivedAxon-ARP request by
removing the route from the Axon-ARP request, replacing
SMAC with SID, and replacing TID with the broadcast MAC
address (i.e., "FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF"). At 545, the target Axon
(520A) sends theARP request (i.e., "ARP") to the target host
(530A).
Upon receiving the ARP request, the target host (530A)
identifies S ID as the source host MAC address. The target
host (530A) stores S ID as the perceived source host MAC
address. The target host (530N) subsequently generates an
ARP reply to send back to the source host (SOOA). Those
skilled in the art will appreciate that, similar to an ARP
request, an ARP reply includes at least a sender hardware
address (now the target host's MAC address), a sender protocol address (target host's IP address), a target protocol
address (source host IP address), and a target hardware
address (source host's MAC address). In the example given,
the ARP reply includes the sender hardware address
("TMAC"), the sender protocol address ("T IP"), the target
hardware address ("S ID"), and the target protocol address
("S IP"). At ST550, the target host (53 0N) sends the ARP
reply to the target Axon (520N).
Upon receiving the ARP reply, the target Axon (520N)
stores a route entry in memory allocated to the target host
allowing packets to flow from the target Axon (520A) to the
source Axon (510A). According to one or more embodiments
of the invention, the route entry includes the sender hardware
address (i.e., "SMAC"), the target identification (i.e., "TID"),
and a route (i.e., "T-S rt") from the target Axon (520A) to the
source Axon (510A). The route from the target Axon (520A)
to the source Axon (510A) may be obtained using such methods as a hash table or central controller, or may be obtained
from a reverse route in the Axon-ARP request as described
above. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the source identification ("S ID") is used to index the
aforementioned route entry. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, storing the Axon header in
memory facilitates bidirectional communication.
The target Axon (520N) generates the appropriate AxonARP reply using the ARP reply. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon (520N)
obtains a route (i.e., "T-S rt") from the target Axon (52 0N) to
the source Axon (510A), and prepends the route to the ARP
request. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, if the target Axon (520N) previously stored a route from
the target Axon (520N) to the source Axon (510A) that this
route may be obtained directly from the target Axon as
opposed to requesting the route from another entity.
At ST555, the target Axon (520N) sends the Axon-ARP
reply to the source Axon (510A). According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon (520N) sends
the Axon-ARP reply to the source Axon (510A) using the
obtained route.
When the source Axon (510A) receives the Axon-ARP
reply, the source Axon (51 OA) stores a route entry in memory
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allocated to the source host (SOOA) at an address based on the
target identification. According to one or more embodiments
of the invention, the route entry includes the sender hardware
address (i.e., "TMAC"), the source identification (i.e., "S
ID"), and a route from the source Axon (i.e., Source Axon
(510A)) to the target Axon (i.e., Target Axon (520A)) (i.e.,
"S-T rt"). The route ("S-T rt") may be obtained using such
methods as a hash table or central controller, or may be
generated using a reverse route in the Axon-ARP reply (not
shown) that is generated by storing the input ports the reply
passes through in each Axon along the route. According to
one or more embodiments of the invention, the target identification ("T ID") is used to index the aforementioned route
entry.
The source Axon subsequently generates an ARP reply
using the Axon-ARP reply by removing the route from the
Axon-ARP reply, replacing the sender hardware address with
T ID and the destination hardware address with SMAC (previously obtained from ARP request in ST535). Accordingly,
the resultingARP reply, sent from the source Axon (51 0N) to
the source host (SOOA) at ST560, includes the perceived
sender hardware address (i.e., "T ID"), a sender protocol
address (i.e., "TIP"), a target protocol address (i.e., "S IP"),
and a target hardware address (i.e., "SMAC"). Upon receiving the ARP reply, the source host (SOOA) identifies the TID
as the target host MAC. The source host (SOOA) stores the
target identification T ID as the perceived target host MAC
address.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the source host
(SOON) stores a T ID in place of a MAC address associated
with the target host, and the target host (53 0N) stores a S ID
in place of a MAC address associated with the source host.
FIG. 6 shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention. Specifically, FIG. 6 details a
method for sending Ethernet packets from a source host to a
target host across an Axon network after the routes have been
set up, as shown in FIG. 4. Because an Axon network allows
hosts across an Axon network to interact with each other as if
they were located on the Ethernet network, the Ethernet packets are encapsulated into anAxon packet prior to traversing an
Axon network. Similarly, the Ethernet packets are extracted
from the Axon packet prior to being transmitted to the target
host.
While the various steps in this flowchart are presented and
described sequentially, one of ordinary skill will appreciate
that some or all of the steps may be executed in different
orders, may be combined or omitted, and some or all of the
steps may be executed in parallel.
At 600, a source host sends an Ethernet packet to a target
host. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that an Ethernet
packet includes a destination MAC address, a source MAC
address, and data. This Ethernet packet includes the T ID (in
the source MAC address field) as the destination MAC
address and the MAC address of the source host. At 605, the
Ethernet packet is intercepted by a source Axon. As described
above, the source Axon is operatively connected to the source
host.
At 610, the source Axon obtains a route entry in order to
generate an Axon packet and send the Axon packet from the
source Axon to a target Axon. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the source Axon obtains the
route entry stored in the Axon memory allocated to the source
host using the TID. The route entry includes the route from
the source Axon to the target Axon, as well as the target host
MAC address and the perceived sender MAC address, S ID.
The route may include one or more hops, wherein each hop is
identified in the route by an output port. According to one or

more embodiments of the invention, the source Axon uses the
route lookup module in the input port on which the Ethernet
packet was received to obtain the route entry and generate the
Axon packet.
At 615, the source Axon replaces the T ID in the Ethernet
packet received from the source host with the target host
MAC address. The source MAC address of the source host is
replaced with the SID. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the target host MAC address is
included in the Ethernet packet because this is the destination
MAC address that the target host expects to be presented in
the received Ethernet packet. Accordingly, the source Axon
generates an Ethernet packet that is expected by the target
host.
At 620, the source Axon creates an Axon packet using the
Ethernet packet (modified in 615) and the route entry.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
Axon packet is created by prep ending the Axon header (generated using data from the route entry) to the Ethernet packet,
such that the Ethernet packet is intact while the Axon packet
traverses the Axon network. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the Axon header may include
other fields, such as a forward hop count, a reverse hop count,
a reverse route, a packet type, an Axon packet length, etc.
At 625, the source Axon identifies the next forward hop in
the Axon header. In one embodiment of the invention, the next
forward hop identifies an output port on the Axon. The next
forward hop may be found at the front of the route from the
source Axon to the target Axon. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the header processor module
identifies the next forward hop in the Axon header.
At 630, a determination is made about whether the output
port identified by the next forward hop is connected to another
Axon or to a host. As described above, each hop in the route
identifies an output port along the route. Accordingly, the
source Axon may determine whether this output port is connected to another Axon or to a host.
When the output port identified by the next forward hop is
connected to an Axon, then at 635, the forward hop count is
decremented and the reverse hop count is incremented. Those
skilled in the art will appreciate that while managing hop
counts in the Axon header may be beneficial, it may not be
necessary to implement the invention. According to one or
more embodiments of the invention, the header processor
module in the Axon manages the hop counts.
At 640, the next forward hop (i.e., the output port at the
front of the route) is removed from the route and subsequent
hops are shifted forward within the route. At 645, the identification for the input port of the Axon currently handling the
Axon packet is entered as a hop in the reverse path. Those
skilled in the art will appreciate that while generating a
reverse path may be useful for implementation, it may not be
necessary to implement the invention.
At 650, the Axon packet is sent to the appropriate output
port as determined by the next forward hop in the route.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
Axon packet is sent through a switch in the Axon before
arriving at the output port. At 655, the output port sends the
Axon packet to the next Axon via the appropriate layers in the
Axon. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the Axon packet is sent using point-to-point Ethernet.
The process then proceeds to 625.
When the output port identified in next forward hop is not
connected to an Axon, the process proceeds to 660. At 660,
the Axon header is removed from the Axon packet. According
to one or more embodiments of the invention, when the next
forward hop is a port connected to a host, then the Axon
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currently handling the Axon packet is connected to the target
host. According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
removing the Axon header from the Axon packet results in an
Ethernet packet. At 665, the Ethernet packet is sent to the
target host via the output port specified in the route of the
Axon packet received by the Axon in 625.
FIG. 7 shows an example according to one or more
embodiments of the invention. The example is not intended to
limit the scope of the invention. Specifically, FIG. 7 shows an
example of data traversing an Axon network from a source
host to a target host. Specifically, FIG. 7 shows a source host
(SOON) sending data, Data A, to a target host (530N). FIG. 7
also shows the target host (53 0N) sending data, Data B, to the
source host (SOON). The states of the components (SOON,
51 0N, 520N, and 53 0N) correspond to the states of the components after the ARP request and ARP reply have been
completed pursuant to the example in FIG. 5.
Referring to FIG. 7, at ST700, the source host (SOON) sends
an Ethernet packet to the target host (53 0N) that includes Data
A. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the Ethernet
packet shown is simplified for purposes of this example and
may not include all components of an actual Ethernet packet.
The Ethernet packet shown includes a destination address ("T
ID"), a source address ("SMAC"), the data being transported
("Data A"), and a cyclic redundancy check entry ("CRC").
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that while the cyclic
redundancy check entry is designated as "CRC" throughout
the example, the value of the CRC will be modified after each
hop along the route.
Upon receiving the Ethernet packet, the source Axon
(51 0N) generates an Axon packet that encapsulates the Ethernet packet. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, the route lookup module in the input port of the
source Axon generates the Axon packet. In this example, the
TID is used to obtain the route entry, which includes the route
from the source Axon to the target Axon. Using the route
("S-T rt") and other data from the route entry, the Axon packet
is generated, where the Axon header includes route and other
fields (not shown) such as a forward hop count, reverse hop
count, packet type, packet length, reverse route, etc. Further,
the Ethernet packet is modified such that the destination
address (i.e., "T ID") is replaced with the target host MAC
address (i.e., "TMAC"). The Ethernet packet is further modified such that the source address (i.e., "SMAC") is replaced
with the perceived source address (i.e., "S ID"). The Axon
header is then prepended to the front of the modified Ethernet
packet to generate Axon packet A.
Once the Axon packet A has been generated, the source
Axon processes the Axon header. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the Axon header is processed
by the header processor module in the input port of the source
Axon. The source Axon identifies the next forward hop in the
Axon header. The next forward hop is located at the front of
the route. A determination is then made about whether the
identified next forward hop is another Axon or to a host. As
described above, each hop in the route identifies an output
port along the route. Accordingly, the source Axon may determine whether this output port is connected to another Axon or
to a host. In the example shown, the next forward hop is the
target Axon (520N), although in other implementations the
Axon packet may traverse any number of intermediate Axons
prior to reaching the target Axon (520N). At ST705, the
source Axon (51 0N) sends the Axon packet to the target Axon
(520N).
Upon receiving Axon packet A, the target Axon (520N)
processes the Axon header. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the Axon header is processed

by the header processor module in the input port which
received Axon packet A in the target Axon (520N). According
to one or more embodiments of the invention, the header
processor in the Axon identifies the next forward hop. In this
case, the next hop would be an output port associated with the
target host (53 0N). Because the next forward hop is a host, the
Ethernet packet is extracted from Axon packet A. More specifically, the Axon header is removed from Axon packet A to
obtain an Ethernet packet. After the Ethernet packet has been
modified, at ST710, the Ethernet packet is sent to the target
host (530N).
As shown in FIG. 7, the Ethernet packet sent from the
source host (SOON) at ST700, and the Ethernet packet
received at the target host (53 0N) at ST710 are not the same.
For example, the source host perceives the destination
address for the target host (53 0N) to be "TID" when in reality
the destination address for the target host (53 0N) is "TMAC."
Further, the source address given to the target host (53 0N) is
replaced with the S ID, because this is the perceived source of
the Ethernet packet. Making this switch allows for data to be
seamlessly communicated across the Axon network without
requiring the hosts or the Ethernet protocol to be modified.
Returning to the example, at a later point in time, the target
host (53 0N) sends data ("Data B") to the source host (SOON).
It is important to note that although the target host (53 0N) is
acting as a source in this portion of the example, the original
descriptions are kept for purposes of this example.
At ST710, the target host (53 0N) sends an Ethernet packet
toward the source host (SOON) including Data B. Those
skilled in the art will appreciate that the Ethernet packet
shown is simplified for purposes of this example and may not
include all components of an actual Ethernet packet. The
Ethernet packet shown includes a destination address ("S
ID"), a source address ("TMAC"), the data being transported
("Data B"), and a cyclic rednndancy check entry (CRC) for
the packet.
Upon receiving the Ethernet packet, the target Axon
(520N) generates an Axon packet that encapsulates the Ethernet packet in the same manner as described above with
respect to source Axon (51 ON). Specifically, in this example,
the SID is used to obtain the route entry, which includes the
route ("T-S rt") from the target Axon (52 0N) to the source
Axon (510A). Using the route entry, the Axon packet is generated, where the Axon header includes route and other fields
(not shown) such as a forward hop connt, reverse hop count,
packet type, packet length, reverse route, etc. Further, the
Ethernet packet is modified such that the destination address
(i.e., "S ID") is replaced with the target host MAC address
(i.e., "SMAC") and the source address (i.e., "TMAC") is
replaced with the perceived source address (i.e., "TID"). The
Axon header is then prepended to the front of the modified
Ethernet packet to generate Axon packet B.
Once the Axon packet B has been generated, the target
Axon (i.e., 520N) processes the Axon header. According to
one or more embodiments of the invention, the Axon header
is processed by the header processor module in the input port
of the target Axon (520N). Specifically, the next forward hop
in the Axon header is identified. A determination is then made
about whether the identified next forward hop is another
Axon. In the example shown, the next forward hop is the
source Axon (51 0N), although in other implementations the
Axon packet may traverse any number of intermediate Axons
prior to reaching the source Axon (510N). At ST720, the
target Axon (52 0N) sends the Axon packet to the source Axon
(51 0N) via the output port identified in the route.
Upon receiving Axon packet B, the source Axon (51 0N)
processes the Axon header. According to one or more
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embodiments of the invention, the Axon header is processed
by the header processor module in the input port which
received Axon packet Bin the source Axon (SOON). According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the header
processor in the Axon identifies the next forward hop. In this
case, the next hop is an output port associated with the source
host (SOON). Because the next forward hop is a host, the
Ethernet packet is extracted from Axon packet B. More specifically, the Axon header is removed from Axon packet B to
obtain an Ethernet packet. After the Ethernet packet has been
modified, at ST72S, the Ethernet packet is sent to the source
host (SOON).
While the above examples have described packet flow
throughout an Axon network in general terms, FIG. 8 provides a more specific example. Specifically, FIG. 8 is a flow
diagram showing a packet traversing an Axon network,
detailing the state of the packet as it is transmitted through the
Axon network. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
following example is merely one implementation of the
invention and is not intended to limit the scope of the claimed
invention.
Referring to FIG. 8, the components of the Axon network
in this example include a source host (800), a source Axon
(80S), an intermediate Axon (810), a target Axon (81S), and a
target host (820). The example describes a data packet sent
from the source host (800) to the target host (820) across the
series of Axons.
As discussed above, packets are transported across an
Axon network using input ports and output ports located in
each Axon. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, each Axon may include the components described
in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. However, for purposes of this example,
only the ports used in the example are shown.
Turning to the example, consider a scenario in which the
source host (800) and the target host (820) have performed the
ARP-request/ARP-reply described in FIG. S. After the ARPrequest/ARP-reply is completed, the source host (800) proceeds to send a packet to the target host (820). Initially, the
source host (800) generates an Ethernet packet (82S) to send
to the target host (820). The Ethernet packet (82S) in this
example includes a destination address ("T ID", the target
identification), a source address ("SMAC", the source host
MAC address), a packet type ("ET", representing the Ethernet Type, which identifies the type and protocol of the pay load
of the Ethernet packet, e.g., IP), a collection of data ("Data
A"), and a CRC for the packet. At ST8SS, Ethernet packet
(82S) is transmitted to the source Axon (80S).
Upon receiving the Ethernet packet (82S) at Input Port 1,
the source Axon proceeds to encapsulate the Ethernet packet
(82S) in an Axon packet (830).As described above, the source
Axon obtains the route entry stored in the source Axon (80S)
using the T ID as an index. The route entry is subsequently
used to generate the Axon header. In addition, the source
Axon (80S) replaces the destination address in the Ethernet
packet (82S) with the actual destination address ("TMAC")
and the source address is replaced with the perceived source
address ("S ID").
In this example, the Axon packet (830) includes the following fields in the header: (i) packet type-Axon, (ii) packet
length-L, (iii) forward hop count-3, reverse hop count---0,
(iv) the route-3:4:7, the reverse route-n (which signifies
null for purposes of this example), and padding for implementation purposes. The second part of the Axon packet is an
Ethernet packet, which includes the destination address
("TMAC"), source address ("S ID"), the data packet ("Data
A"), and a CRC for the packet. Those skilled in the art will
appreciate that presence of a given field, the order to the fields,
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and the values listed in the fields are for exemplary purposes
only and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention.
In this example, the forward hop count denotes the number
ofhops remaining for the packet to reach the destination. The
5 reverse hop count in the Axon packet (830) denotes the number of hops that have been traversed in the route. Further, the
route includes a list of output ports the Axon packet (830)
must traverse to reach its destination and the reverse route in
the Axon packet (830) includes a list of the input ports the
1o Axon packet (830) has traversed thus far, allowing the Axon
packet to reverse its path, if necessary.
Returning to the example, after the Axon packet is generated by the route lookup module located in Input Port 1, the
Axon packet is processed by the header processor module in
15 Input Port 1. Specifically, the header processing module
determines the next forward hop from the route (i.e., 3) and,
using the next forward hop, determines whether the output
port identified by the next forward hop is connected to an
Axon or a host. In the example, Output Port 3 is connected to
20 another Axon (i.e., intermediate Axon (810)). The forward
hop count is subsequently decremented, the reverse hop count
is incremented, the route is updated to remove "3", and the
reverse route is updated to include Input Port 1 (i.e., the port
on which Ethernet packet (82S) was received). The result of
25 processing the Axon header is the Axon packet (83S). At
ST860, the Axon packet (83S) is sent to Output Port 3 via a
switch in the Source Axon (not shown). At ST86S, the Axon
packet (83S) is sent, via Output Port 3, to the intermediate
Axon (810).
The Axon packet (83S) arrives at the intermediate Axon
30
(810) at Input Port 4. Upon arrival, Input Port 4 processes the
Axon header. As discussed above, the Axon header (83S) is
only processed by the header processor module. The Axon
packet (83S) does not need to be processed by the route
35 lookup module as the route was previously determined. The
header processor module in Input Port determines that the
next forward hop is Output Port 4. Based on this, the intermediate Axon (810) determines that Output Port 4 is connected to another Axon. The header processor module further
40 processes the Axon header as follows: (i) the forward hop
count is decremented, (ii) the reverse hop count is incremented, (iii) the first forward hop is removed from the route
and subsequent hops are shifted forward within the route, and
(iv) Input Port 4 is entered as a hop in the reverse route. The
45 result of processing the Axon header is the Axon packet (840).
At ST870, the Axon packet (840) is sent to Output Port 4 via
a switch in the intermediate Axon (not shown). At ST87S, the
Axon packet (84S) is sent to the target Axon (81S).
The Axon packet (840) arrives at the target Axon (81S) at
50 Input Port S. Upon arrival, Input Port S processes the Axon
header. Specifically, the header processor module in the target
Axon (81S) identifies the next forward hop in the Axon header
as Output Port 7 and, based on this, determines that Output
Port 7 is connected to a host. According to one or more
55 embodiments of the invention, the target Axon (81S) may
proceed to extract Ethernet Packet (8SO) from the Axon
packet (840). Alternatively, in one or more embodiments of
the invention, the header processor module processes the
Axon header a final time to generate a final Axon packet (84S)
60 before generating the Ethernet packet (8SO). For purposes of
this example, both scenarios are described.
When the target Axon (81S) processes the Axon header a
final time to generate a final Axon packet (84S), the forward
hop count is decremented and the reverse hop count is incre65 mented, the next forward hop is removed from the route
resulting in an empty route field, and Input PortS is entered as
a hop in the reverse route. The result of processing the Axon
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header is the Axon packet (845). The reverse route may then
be used to communicate packets across the Axon Network
from the target host to the source host.
With respect to extracting the Ethernet packet (850) from
Axon packet (840), the header processor module removes the
Axon header from the Axon packet, leaving an Ethernet
packet. The resulting Ethernet packet is Ethernet packet
(850). At ST885, the Ethernet packet (850) is sent from the
target Axon (815) to the target host (820).
FIGS. 4-8 illustrate one or more embodiments of the invention that employ source and target IDs to rewrite Ethernet
headers when the packets are transferred across the network.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
system may employ a content-addressable memory ("CAM")
on each Axon that may simplifY the setup to transfer data
packets across the network because the Ethernet header no
longer has to be modified. In one embodiment of the invention, CAMs maps a MAC address (source or target) to an
identification (source or target). FIGS. 9-13 illustrate how the
CAM technique may be employed in the system.
FIG. 9 shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention. More specifically, FIG. 9
shows a method for sending an Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) request from a source host to a target host across an
Axon network using CAMs. Those skilled in the art will
appreciate that in order for two hosts to interact with each
other across an Ethernet network, one host must send anARP
request to a second host to identifY the MAC address of the
second host. Further, those skilled in the art will appreciate
that in order to utilize source routing between two hosts, one
host must send an ARP request to the second host to obtain
routes between the two hosts.
While the various steps in this flowchart are presented and
described sequentially, one of ordinary skill will appreciate
that some or all of the steps may be executed in different
orders, may be combined or omitted, and some or all of the
steps may be executed in parallel.
Turning to FIG. 9, at ST900, the source host sends anARP
request to the target host. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the source host knows the source host MAC address
and the source host internet protocol (IP) address, as well as
the target host IP address. For the purpose of this example, the
ARP request is used to find a MAC address corresponding to
an IP address; however, those skilled in the art will appreciate
that the ARP request may be used to determine the MAC
address corresponding to the network layer address of any
protocol.
At ST905, a source Axon intercepts the ARP request from
the source host. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, the source Axon is operatively connected to the
source host, such that the source host uses the source Axon to
communicate across an Axon network.
At ST910, the source Axon allocates storage for a route
entry in memory allocated to the source host. As described
above, multiple hosts may be connected to one Axon. Accordingly, each host operatively connected to an Axon has
memory allocated for that host. This memory is used to store
route information for the source host to communicate with the
target host in the future without requiring a second ARP
request.
At ST915, the source Axon identifies a target Axon operatively connected to the target host. The source Axon obtains a
route from the source Axon to the target Axon. Those skilled
in the art will appreciate that the source Axon may obtain the
route in various ways, including but not limited to a distributed hash table or a central controller.

At ST920, the source Axon generates a target identification. According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
the target identification is a locally administered MAC
address. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that using a
locally administered MAC address eliminates the possibility
of conflicting with any actual MAC address on the network.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
target identification is used as a locally stored index to identifY data needed to route a packet to the target Axon (described
below). Thus, the target identification is used to create an
entry for a determined route between the source Axon and the
target Axon. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
Axon-ARP request is transmitted across the Axon network
using the route obtained in ST915. FIG. 13 describes an
example of a packet traversing the Axon Network. Unlike the
packet sent in 420 in FIG. 4, the Axon-ARP request that is
generated does not involve manipulating information already
in the header (i.e., the target MAC entry is not replaced with
the target identification). Rather, the original Ethernet header
remains intact, and the route information is appended.
At ST925, the target Axon receives theAxon-ARP request
and allocates storage for a route entry in memory allocated to
the target host. Similarly to the allocated memory described at
ST910, this memory is used to store the lookup and route
information necessary to communicate from the target Axon
to the source Axon. As described above, the target Axon may
be operatively connected to a number of hosts. Each of these
hosts has allocated memory in the target Axon. Further, the
target Axon generates a source identification is used as an
index to identifY data needed to route a packet to the source
Axon from the target Axon. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon stores a CAM
entry that maps the source MAC address to the generated
source identification. Thus, the route from the target Axon to
the source Axon may be identified using either the source
identification, or the source MAC. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon temporarily
stores theAxon-ARP request so that it may be accessed later.
At ST930, the target Axon sends an ARP request to the
target host. Because this situation uses CAMs, unlike in FIG.
4, theARP request includes the source MAC. Thus, at ST935,
the target host stores the actual source MAC as a new source
MAC address in the allocated memory. Further, the target
host generates and sends anARP reply that includes the actual
target host MAC address (i.e., the TMAC) to the target Axon.
At ST940, the target Axon generates a route from the target
Axon to the source host using the reverse route in the AxonARP request and generates a route entry in the memory allocated to the target host. Alternatively, the target Axon may
obtain the route from another source. The route entry includes
the MAC address associated with the source host and the
target identification. According to one or more embodiments
of the invention, the route entry also includes the route from
the target Axon to the source Axon. In one embodiment of the
invention, the aforementioned route entry is indexed using a
source identification (discussed above). Again, according to
one or more embodiments of the invention, the target Axon
stores a CAM entry that maps the source identification to the
source MAC. Thus, the route may be retrieved using either the
source identification or the source MAC.
At ST945, the target Axon generates and sends an AxonARP reply to the source Axon. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, theAxon-ARP reply includes
the source MAC, the target MAC, the ARP reply, and the
reverse route.
At ST950, the source Axon receives the Axon-ARP reply
and strips the appended data from the header to reveal the true
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Ethernet header. The MAC address associated with the target
host is stored as a new destination and the MAC address
associated with the source host is stored as a new source in the
memory allocated to the source host. In addition, the route
from the source Axon to the target Axon may be stored,
according to one or more embodiments of the invention.
Further, a CAM entry is stored that includes a mapping
between the target MAC and the target identification. Thus,
the route entry may be retrieved using either the target identification, or the target MAC.
At ST955, the source Axon sends an ARP reply to the
source host. In the ARP reply, the target MAC is used in the
source field and the MAC address associated with the source
host is used in the destination field. At ST960, the source host
stores the true target MAC as the MAC address for the target
host.
In one embodiment of the invention, an Axon connected to
a host appears to the host as an Ethernet switch (or equivalent
device). Accordingly, pursuant to the Ethernet protocol, the
source host sends anARP request to the Axon and expects an
ARP reply with the MAC address of the target host. The target
host operates in a similar manner to the source host. Accordingly, the method shown in FIG. 9 allows the source host and
target host to receive and store the true MAC addresses in the
system while enabling the source host and target host to
perform the ARP request/ARP reply defined by the Ethernet
protocol.
FIG.10 shows an example of the method shown in FIG. 9.
The example is not intended to limit the scope of the invention. TumingtoFIG.10, FIG.10 shows anexampleofanARP
request and an ARP reply sent from a source host (1000A,
1000N) to a target host (1030A, 1030N) using a source Axon
(1010A, 1010N) and a target Axon (1020A, 1020N), implementing CAMs. Further, FIG. 10 shows the state of the components before the ARP request at the source host (1000A),
the source Axon (1010A), the target Axon (1020A), and the
target host (1030A). The diagram also shows the state of the
components after the ARP reply at the source host (1000N),
the source Axon (1010N), the target Axon (1020N), and the
target host (1030N).
Turning to the example, the source host (1000A, 1000N)
and the source Axon (1010A, 1010N) are operatively connected. Similarly, the target Axon (1020A, 1020N) and the
target host (1030A, 1030N) are also operatively connected.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
source Axon (1010A, 1010N) and the target Axon (1020A,
1 020N) are directly connected to each other or are connected
over an Axon network that includes one or more intermediate
Axons.
Before the process begins, the source host (1000A)
includes the source host MAC address ("SMAC"), the source
host IP address ("S IP"), and the target host IP address ("T
IP"). Similarly, the target host (530A) includes data identifYing the target host MAC address ("TMAC"), the target host IP
address ("T IP"), and the source host IP address ("S IP").
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that while this example
shows that the target host includes data identifying the source
host IP address, it is not necessary for purposes of this invention.
At ST1035, the source host (1000A) sends anARP request
to locate the target host (1030A). Those skilled in the art will
appreciate that an ARP request includes at least a sender's
MAC address, a sender's IP address, a target IP address, and
a broadcast MAC address (i.e., "FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF"). In
this example, theARP includes "SMAC," "SIP," and "TIP".
Upon receiving the ARP request from the source host
(1000A), the source Axon (1010A) converts the ARP request

to anAxon-ARP request. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the ARP request is converted to an
Axon-ARP request in the control plane of the source Axon
(1010). According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the source Axon (1010A) obtains a route from the source
Axon (1010A) to the target Axon (1020A), generates a target
identification ("T ID"), and prepends the route to the ARP
request. Unlike the example shown in FIG. 5, this example
illustrates that the Ethernet header need not be modified
according to one or more embodiments of the invention.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
Axon-ARP request may also include a reverse route field (not
shown), which is populated while the Axon-ARP request
traverses the Axon network. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target identification is
stored in the source Axon to create an entry for the route from
the source Axon to target Axon. At ST 1040, the source Axon
(1010A) sends the Axon-ARP request to the target Axon
(1020A). According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, the source Axon (1010A) sends the Axon-ARP
request to the target Axon (1020A) using the route in the
Axon-ARP request.
When the target Axon (1020A) receives the Axon-ARP
request, the target Axon (1020) stores theAxon-ARP request
in local memory allocated to the target host (1030A). The
target Axon (1 020A) generates a source identification (i.e., "S
ID"), which according to one or more embodiments of the
invention, may be used as a perceived source MAC address to
the target host. The source identification is also used as an
index to identify information needed to route packets from the
target Axon (1020A) to the source Axon (1010A). Additionally, the target Axon (1020A) stores a CAM entry (1015) that
maps the SMAC to the S ID, according to one or more
embodiments of the invention.
The target Axon (1020A) subsequently generates an ARP
request (denotedARP') from receivedAxon-ARP request by
removing the route from the Axon-ARP request. Unlike
ST545 in FIG. 5, in this example, it is not necessary to replace
SMAC with S ID and replace T ID with the broadcast MAC
address, because the original Ethernet header remained
intact. At 1045, the target Axon (1020A) sends the ARP
request (i.e., "ARP'") to the target host (1030A).
Upon receiving the ARP request, the target host (1030A)
stores the actual source MAC address (i.e., SMAC) as the
source host MAC address. The target host (530N) subsequently generates an ARP reply to send back to the source
host (500A). Those skilled in the art will appreciate that,
similar to an ARP request, an ARP reply includes at least a
sender hardware address (now the target host's MAC
address), a sender protocol address (target host's IP address),
a target protocol address (source host IP address), and a target
hardware address (source host's MAC address). In the
example given, the ARP reply includes the sender hardware
address ("TMAC"), the sender protocol address ("T IP"), the
target hardware address ("SMAC"), and the target protocol
address ("S IP"). At ST1050, the target host (1030N) sends
the ARP reply to the target Axon (1020N).
Upon receiving the ARP reply, the target Axon (1020N)
stores a route entry in memory allocated to the target host
allowing packets to flow from the target Axon (1020A) to the
source Axon (1010A). According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the route entry includes the sender
hardware address (i.e., "SMAC"), the target identification
(i.e., "TMAC"), and a route (i.e., "T-S rt") from the target
Axon (1020A) to the source Axon (1010A). The route from
the target Axon (1020A) to the source Axon (1010A) may be
obtained using such methods as a hash table or central con-
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troller, or may be obtained from a reverse route in the AxonARP request as described above. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the source identification ("S
ID") is used to index the aforementioned route entry. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, storing the
Axon header in memory facilitates bidirectional communication. In addition, the source Axon (1010N) stores a CAM
entry (1015) that maps the source MAC address ("SMAC") to
the source identification ("S ID"). Thus, the route entry may
be identified either by the source identification, or the source
MAC address, according to one or more embodiments of the
invention.
The target Axon (1020N) generates the appropriateAxonARP reply using the ARP reply. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon (1020N)
obtains a route (i.e., "T-S rt") from the target Axon (1020N) to
the source Axon (1010A), and prepends the route to theARP
request. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, if the target Axon (1020N) previously stored a route
from the target Axon (1020N) to the source Axon (1010A)
that this route may be obtained directly from the target Axon
as opposed to requesting the route from another entity.
At ST1055, the target Axon (1020N) sends theAxon-ARP
reply to the source Axon (1010A).According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon (1020N) sends
the Axon-ARP reply to the source Axon (1010A) using the
obtained route.
When the source Axon (1010A) receives the Axon-ARP
reply, the source Axon (1010A) stores a route entry in
memory allocated to the source host (1000A) at an address
based on the target identification. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the route entry includes the
sender hardware address (i.e., "TMAC"), the source MAC
address (i.e., "SMAC"), and a route from the source Axon
(i.e., Source Axon (510A)) to the target Axon (i.e., Target
Axon (520A)) (i.e., "S-T rt"). The route ("S-T rt") may be
obtained using such methods as a hash table or central controller, or may be generated using a reverse route in the
Axon-ARP reply (not shown) that is generated by storing the
input ports the reply passes through in each Axon along the
route. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the target identification ("T ID") is used to index the
aforementioned route entry. In addition, the source Axon
(1010N) stores a CAM entry (1015) that maps the target MAC
address ("TMAC") to the target identification ("TID"). Thus,
the route entry may be identified either by the source identification, or the source MAC address, according to one or more
embodiments of the invention.
The source Axon subsequently generates an ARP reply
using the Axon-ARP reply by removing the route from the
Axon-ARP reply. Accordingly, the resulting ARP reply, sent
from the source Axon (1010N) to the source host (1000A) at
ST1060, includes the perceived sender hardware address (i.e.,
"TMAC"), a sender protocol address (i.e., "T IP"), a target
protocol address (i.e., "S IP"), and a target hardware address
(i.e., "SMAC"). The source host (1000A) stores the target
MAC (i.e., "TMAC") as the perceived target host MAC
address.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that because the
source host (1 OOON) and target host (1 030N) will each know
the true MAC address of the other, it is unnecessary to store
SMAC and TMAC appended to the route entries in the source
Axon (1010N) and target Axon (1020) according to one or
more embodiments of the invention. However, according to
one or more embodiments of the invention, the methods
described in FIGS. 4 and 9 may be used interchangeably.
Accordingly, in one or more embodiments of the invention,

storing the true MAC addresses with the route entry facilitates
in transmission of data packets.
FIG. 11 shows a flowchart in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the invention. Specifically, FIG. 11 details a
method for sending Ethernet packets from a source host to a
target host across an Axon network after the routes have been
setup and indexed using CAMs, as shown in FIG. 9. Because
an Axon network allows hosts across an Axon network to
interact with each other as if they were located on the Ethernet
network, the Ethernet packets are encapsulated into an Axon
packet prior to traversing an Axon network. Similarly, the
Ethernet packets are extracted from the Axon packet prior to
being transmitted to the target host.
While the various steps in this flowchart are presented and
described sequentially, one of ordinary skill will appreciate
that some or all of the steps may be executed in different
orders, may be combined or omitted, and some or all of the
steps may be executed in parallel.
At ST1100, a source host sends an Ethernet packet to a
target host. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that an
Ethernet packet includes a destination MAC address, a source
MAC address, and data. This Ethernet packet includes the
actual target MAC address as the destination MAC address
and the MAC address of the source host as the source. At ST
1105, the Ethernet packet is intercepted by a source Axon. As
described above, the source Axon is operatively connected to
the source host.
At ST1110, the source Axon obtains a route entry in order
to generate an Axon packet and send the Axon packet from the
source Axon to a target Axon. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the source Axon obtains the
route entry stored in the Axon memory allocated to the source
host using the CAM entry to locate the route entry, indexed as
T ID. Then, T ID is used to retrieve the stored route entry. The
route entry includes the route from the source Axon to the
target Axon. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, the entry also contains the target host MAC address
and the perceived sender MAC address, S ID. The route may
include one or more hops, wherein each hop is identified in
the route by an output port. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the source Axon uses the route lookup
module in the input port on which the Ethernet packet was
received to obtain the route entry and generate the Axon
packet.
At ST1115, the source Axon creates an Axon packet using
the Ethernet packet and the route entry. According to one or
more embodiments of the invention, the Axon packet is created by prepending the Axon header (generated using data
from the route entry) to the Ethernet packet, such that the
Ethernet packet is intact while the Axon packet traverses the
Axon network. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, the Axon header may include other fields, such as
a forward hop count, a reverse hop count, a reverse route, a
packet type, an Axon packet length, etc.
At ST1120, the source Axon identifies the next forward
hop in the Axon header. In one embodiment of the invention,
the next forward hop identifies an output port on the Axon.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the
next forward hop may be found at the front of the route from
the source Axon to the target Axon. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the header processor module
identifies the next forward hop in the Axon header.
At ST1125, a determination is made about whether the
output port identified by the next forward hop is connected to
another Axon or to a host. As described above, each hop in the
route identifies an output port along the route. Accordingly,
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the source Axon may determine whether this output port is
source Axon generates the Axon packet. In this example, the
connected to another Axon or to a host.
CAM entry (1015) for TMAC is used to identify that TID is
When the output port identified by the next forward hop is
the index for the route entry. T ID is used to obtain the route
entry, which includes the route from the source Axon to the
connected to an Axon, then at ST1130, the forward hop count
is decremented and the reverse hop count is incremented. 5 target Axon. Using the route ("S-T rt") and other data from the
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that while managing
route entry, the Axon packet is generated, where the Axon
hop counts in the Axon header may be beneficial, it may not
header includes route and other fields (not shown) such as a
be necessary to implement the invention. According to one or
forward hop count, reverse hop count, packet type, packet
more embodiments of the invention, the header processor
length, reverse route, etc. The Axon header is then prep ended
1o to the front of the Ethernet packet to generate Axon packet A.
module in the Axon manages the hop counts.
At ST1135, the next forward hop (i.e., the output port at the
Once the Axon packet A has been generated, the source
Axon processes the Axon header. According to one or more
front of the route) is removed from the route and subsequent
hops are shifted forward within the route. At ST1140, the
embodiments of the invention, the Axon header is processed
by the header processor module in the input port of the source
identification for the input port of the Axon currently handling the Axon packet is entered as a hop in the reverse path. 15 Axon. The source Axon identifies the next forward hop in the
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that while generating
Axon header. The next forward hop is located at the front of
a reverse path may be useful for implementation, it may not be
the route. A determination is then made about whether the
necessary to implement the invention.
identified next forward hop is another Axon or to a host. As
At ST1145, the Axon packet is sent to the appropriate
described above, each hop in the route identifies an output
output port as determined by the next forward hop in the 20 port along the route. Accordingly, the source Axon may determine whether this output port is connected to another Axon or
route. According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the Axon packet is sent through a switch in the Axon
to a host. In the example shown, the next forward hop is the
target Axon (1 020N), although in other implementations the
before arriving at the output port. At ST1150, the output port
Axon packet may traverse any number of intermediate Axons
sends the Axon packet to the next Axon via the appropriate
layers in the Axon. According to one or more embodiments of 25 prior to reaching the target Axon (1020N). At ST1205, the
source Axon (1010N) sends the Axon packet to the target
the invention, the Axon packet is sent using point-to-point
Axon (1020N).
Ethernet. The process then proceeds to ST1120.
When the output port identified in next forward hop is not
Upon receiving Axon packet A, the target Axon (1020N)
processes the Axon header. According to one or more
connected to an Axon, the process proceeds to ST1155. At
ST1155, the Axon header is removed from the Axon packet. 30 embodiments of the invention, the Axon header is processed
According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
by the header processor module in the input port which
when the next forward hop is a port connected to a host, then
received Axon packet A in the target Axon (1 020N). Accordthe Axon currently handling the Axon packet is connected to
ing to one or more embodiments of the invention, the header
the target host. According to one or more embodiments of the
processor in the Axon identifies the next forward hop. In this
invention, removing the Axon header from the Axon packet 35 case, the next hop would be an output port associated with the
target host (1030N). Because the next forward hop is a host,
results in the Ethernet packet sent in ST1100. At ST1160, the
Ethernet packet is sent to the target host via the output port
the Ethernet packet is extracted from Axon packet A. More
specifically, the Axon header is removed from Axon packet A
specified in the route of the Axon packet received by the Axon
to obtain an Ethernet packet. After the Ethernet packet has
in ST1120.
FIG. 12 shows an example according to one or more 40 been modified, at ST710, the Ethernet packet is sent to the
embodiments of the invention. The example is not intended to
target host (1030N).
limit the scope of the invention. Specifically, FIG. 12 shows
As shown in FIG. 12, the Ethernet packet sent from the
source host (1000N) at ST1200, and the Ethernet packet
an example of data traversing an Axon network from a source
host to a target host using a CAM implementation. Specifireceived at the target host (1030N) at ST1210 are identical.
cally, FIG.12 shows a source host (1000N) sending data, Data 45 Those skilled in the art will appreciate that using CAM entries
A, to a target host (1030N). FIG. 7 also shows the target host
allows for the original Ethernet packet to remain intact as it
(1030N) sending data, Data B, to the source host (1000N).
traverses the Axon network.
The states of the components (1000N, 1010N, 1020N, and
Returning to the example, at a later point in time, the target
host (1030N) sends data ("Data B") to the source host
1030N) correspond to the states of the components after the
ARP request andARP reply have been completed pursuant to 50 (1000N). It is important to note that although the target host
(1030N) is acting as a source in this portion of the example,
the example in FIG. 10.
the original descriptions are kept for purposes of this
Referring to FIG. 12, at ST1200, the source host (1000N)
example.
sends an Ethernet packet to the target host (1030N) that
includes Data A. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
At ST1210, the target host (1030N) sends an Ethernet
the Ethernet packet shown is simplified for purposes of this 55 packet toward the source host (1000N) including Data B.
example and may not include all components of an actual
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the Ethernet
packet shown is simplified for purposes of this example and
Ethernet packet. The Ethernet packet shown includes a destination address ("TMAC"), a source address ("SMAC"), the
may not include all components of an actual Ethernet packet.
data being transported ("Data A"), and a cyclic redundancy
The Ethernet packet shown includes a destination address
check entry ("CRC"). Those skilled in the art will appreciate 60 ("SMAC"), a source address ("TMAC"), the data being transported ("Data B"), and a cyclic redundancy check entry
that while the cyclic redundancy check entry is designated as
"CRC" throughout the example, the value of the CRC will be
(CRC) for the packet.
modified after each hop along the route.
Upon receiving the Ethernet packet, the target Axon
Upon receiving the Ethernet packet, the source Axon
(1020N) generates an Axon packet that encapsulates the Eth(1010N) generates an Axon packet that encapsulates the Eth- 65 ernet packet in the same marmer as described above with
ernet packet. According to one or more embodiments of the
respect to source Axon (101 ON). Specifically, the CAM entry
invention, the route lookup module in the input port of the
for SMAC (1025) is used to identifY that SID is the index for
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the route entry. S ID is used to obtain the route entry, which
includes the route ("T-S rt") from the target Axon (1 020N) to
the source Axon (1010A). Using the route entry, the Axon
packet is generated, where the Axon header includes route
and other fields (not shown) such as a forward hop count,
reverse hop count, packet type, packet length, reverse route,
etc. The Axon header is then prepended to the front of the
modified Ethernet packet to generate Axon packet B.
Once the Axon packet B has been generated, the target
Axon (i.e., 1020N) processes the Axon header. According to
one or more embodiments of the invention, the Axon header
is processed by the header processor module in the input port
of the target Axon (1020N). Specifically, the next forward hop
in the Axon header is identified. A determination is then made
about whether the identified next forward hop is another
Axon. In the example shown, the next forward hop is the
source Axon (1 01 ON), although in other implementations the
Axon packet may traverse any number of intermediate Axons
prior to reaching the source Axon (1010N). At ST1220, the
target Axon (1020N) sends the Axon packet to the source
Axon (1010N) via the output port identified in the route.
Upon receiving Axon packet B, the source Axon (1 01 ON)
processes the Axon header. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the Axon header is processed
by the header processor module in the input port which
received Axon packet Bin the source Axon (1000N). According to one or more embodiments of the invention, the header
processor in the Axon identifies the next forward hop. In this
case, the next hop is an output port associated with the source
host (1000N). Because the next forward hop is a host, the
Ethernet packet is extracted from Axon packet B. More specifically, the Axon header is removed from Axon packet B to
obtain an Ethernet packet. After the Ethernet packet has been
modified, at ST1225, the Ethernet packet is sent to the source
host (1000N).
While the above examples have described packet flow
throughout an Axon network in general terms, FIG. 13 provides a more specific example. Specifically, FIG. 13 is a flow
diagram showing a packet traversing an Axon network,
detailing the state of the packet as it is transmitted through the
Axon network. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
following example is merely one implementation of the
invention and is not intended to limit the scope of the claimed
invention.
Referring to FIG. 13, the components of the Axon network
in this example include a source host (1300), a source Axon
(1305), an intermediate Axon (1310), a target Axon (1315),
and a target host (1320). The example describes a data packet
sent from the source host (1300) to the target host (1320)
across the series of Axons.
As discussed above, packets are transported across an
Axon network using input ports and output ports located in
each Axon. According to one or more embodiments of the
invention, each Axon may include the components described
in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. However, for purposes of this example,
only the ports used in the example are shown.
Turning to the example, consider a scenario in which the
source host (1300) and the target host (1320) have performed
the ARP-request/ARP-reply described in FIG. 10. After the
ARP-request/ARP-reply is completed, the source host (1300)
proceeds to send a packet to the target host (1320). Initially,
the source host (1300) generates an Ethernet packet (1325) to
send to the target host (1320). The Ethernet packet (1325) in
this example includes a destination address ("TMAC", the
actual target MAC address), a source address ("SMAC", the
source host MAC address), a packet type ("ET", representing
the Ethernet Type, which identifies the type and protocol of

the payload of the Ethernet packet, e.g., IP), a collection of
data ("Data A"), and a CRC for the packet. At ST1355,
Ethernet packet (1325) is transmitted to the source Axon
(1305).
Upon receiving the Ethernet packet (1325) at Input Port 1,
the source Axon proceeds to encapsulate the Ethernet packet
(1325) in an Axon packet (1330). As described above, the
source Axon obtains the route entry stored in the source Axon
(1305) using the TMAC CAM entry to identifY that TID is the
index for the route entry. Thus, T ID is used to obtain the route
entry. The route entry is subsequently used to generate the
Axon header.
In this example, the Axon packet (1330) includes the following fields in the header: (i) packet type-Axon, (ii) packet
length-L, (iii) forward hop count-3, reverse hop count---0,
(iv) the route-3:4:7, the reverse route-n (which signifies
null for purposes of this example), and padding for implementation purposes. The second part of the Axon packet is an
Ethernet packet, which includes the destination address
("TMAC"), source address ("SMAC"), the data packet
("Data A"), and a CRC for the packet. Those skilled in the art
will appreciate that presence of a given field, the order to the
fields, and the values listed in the fields are for exemplary
purposes only and are not intended to limit the scope of the
invention.
In this example, the forward hop count denotes the number
ofhops remaining for the packet to reach the destination. The
reverse hop count in the Axon packet (1330) denotes the
number of hops that have been traversed in the route. Further,
the route includes a list of output ports the Axon packet (1330)
must traverse to reach its destination and the reverse route in
the Axon packet (1330) includes a list of the input ports the
Axon packet (1330) has traversed thus far, allowing the Axon
packet to reverse its path, if necessary.
Returning to the example, after the Axon packet is generated by the route lookup module located in Input Port 1, the
Axon packet is processed by the header processor module in
Input Port 1. Specifically, the header processing module
determines the next forward hop from the route (i.e., 3) and,
using the next forward hop, determines whether the output
port identified by the next forward hop is connected to an
Axon or a host. In the example, Output Port 3 is connected to
another Axon (i.e., intermediate Axon (1310)). The forward
hop count is subsequently decremented, the reverse hop count
is incremented, the route is updated to remove "3", and the
reverse route is updated to include Input Port 1 (i.e., the port
on which Ethernet packet (1325) was received). The result of
processing the Axon header is the Axon packet (1335). At
ST1360, the Axon packet (1335) is sent to Output Port 3 via
a switch in the Source Axon (not shown). At ST1365, the
Axon packet (1335) is sent, via Output Port 3, to the intermediate Axon (1310).
The Axon packet (1335) arrives at the intermediate Axon
(131 0) at Input Port 4. Upon arrival, Input Port 4 processes the
Axon header. As discussed above, the Axon header (1335) is
only processed by the header processor module. The Axon
packet (1335) does not need to be processed by the route
lookup module as the route was previously determined. The
header processor module in Input Port determines that the
next forward hop is Output Port 4. Based on this, the intermediate Axon (1310) determines that Output Port 4 is connected to another Axon. The header processor module further
processes the Axon header as follows: (i) the forward hop
count is decremented, (ii) the reverse hop count is incremented, (iii) the first forward hop is removed from the route
and subsequent hops are shifted forward within the route, and
(iv) Input Port 4 is entered as a hop in the reverse route. The
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result of processing the Axon header is the Axon packet
(1340). At ST1370, the Axon packet (1340) is sent to Output
Port 4 via a switch in the intermediate Axon (not shown). At
ST1375, the Axon packet (1345) is sent to the target Axon
(1315).
The Axon packet (1340) arrives at the target Axon (1315) at
Input Port 5. Upon arrival, Input Port 5 processes the Axon
header. Specifically, the header processor module in the target
Axon (1315) identifies the next forward hop in the Axon
header as Output Port 7 and, based on this, determines that
Output Port 7 is connected to a host. According to one or more
embodiments of the invention, the target Axon (1315) may
proceed to extract Ethernet Packet (1350) from the Axon
packet (1340). Alternatively, in one or more embodiments of
the invention, the header processor module processes the
Axon header a final time to generate a final Axon packet
(1345) before generating the Ethernet packet (1350). For
purposes of this example, both scenarios are described.
When the target Axon (1315) processes the Axon header a
final time to generate a final Axon packet (1345), the forward
hop count is decremented and the reverse hop count is incremented, the next forward hop is removed from the route
resulting in an empty route field, and Input Port 5 is entered as
a hop in the reverse route. The result of processing the Axon
header is the Axon packet (1345). The reverse route may then
be used to communicate packets across the Axon Network
from the target host to the source host.
With respect to extracting the Ethernet packet (1350) from
Axon packet (1340), the header processor module removes
the Axon header from the Axon packet, leaving an Ethernet
packet. The resulting Ethernet packet is Ethernet packet
(1350). At ST1385, the Ethernet packet (1350) is sent from
the target Axon (1315) to the target host (1320).
Although these two sets of figures (i.e., FIGS. 4-8 and
9-13) show two separate methods for generating route entries
and traversing an Axon network, the two may also be used
concurrently, according to one or more embodiments of the
invention. For example, some routes may be retrieved using
the actual target MAC address (via the CAM) while other
routes may be obtained using the target identification. As
such, in some instances, where a target identification is used
as the target MAC address, the CAM mapping will be
ignored. In other cases, where a source host knows the actual
MAC address of the target host, using the CAM mapping may
be necessary to identify the route entry.
According to one or more embodiments of the invention,
an Axon may determine whether the route entry was generated with or without CAMs by analyzing the data (i.e., the T
ID, S ID, TMAC, SMAC) in the MAC address field of the
packet header. In one embodiment of the invention, the aforementioned data includes a locally administered bit which,
when set, identifies that the route was generated using source/
target identifications in the Axon ARP. Thus, when the bit is
set for the above data, the CAM is bypassed, and the data
(which corresponds to the TID is used as the index to identify
the route entry. When the bit is not set, then the data, which is
the TMAC, is used with the CAM to identifY the T ID. The
identified TID is then used to obtain the corresponding route
entry.
In one embodiment of the invention, a given Axon may
include functionality to address self-congestion (i.e., packets
stored in the output port buffers exceed storage capacity of the
buffer (or exceed a storage threshold of the buffer). In one
embodiment, to prevent self-congestion, the Axon may issue
pause frames to other Axons and hosts upstream from the
Axon (i.e., to other Axons and hosts sending packets to the
Axon). Upon receipt of the pause frame, the receiving host

and/or Axons temporarily stop sending packets to the Axon
that issued the pause frame for a duration a time specified in
the pause frame. In one embodiment of the invention the
aforementioned duration is the amount of time it would take
to transmit a maximum-sized packet.
Embodiments of the invention may be implemented on
virtually any type of computer regardless of the platform
being used. For example, as shown in FIG. 14, a computer
system (1400) includes one or more processor(s) (1402),
associated memory (1404) (e.g., random access memory
(RAM), cache memory, flash memory, etc.), a storage device
(1406) (e.g., a hard disk, an optical drive such as a compact
disk drive or digital video disk (DVD) drive, a flash memory
stick, etc.), and numerous other elements and functionalities
typical of today's computers (not shown). The computer
(1400) may also include input means, such as a keyboard
(1408), a mouse (1410), or a microphone (not shown). Further, the computer (1400) may include output means, such as
a monitor (1412) (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD), a
plasma display, or cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor). The
computer system (1400) may be connected to a network (not
shown) (e.g., a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN) such as the Internet, or any other similar type of
network) via a network interface connection (not shown).
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that many different
types of computer systems exist, and the aforementioned
input and output means may take other forms. Generally
speaking, the computer system (1400) includes at least the
minimal processing, input, and/or output means necessary to
practice embodiments of the invention.
Further, those skilled in the art will appreciate that one or
more elements of the aforementioned computer system
(1400) may be located at a remote location and connected to
the other elements over a network. Further, embodiments of
the invention may be implemented on a distributed system
having a plurality of nodes, where each portion of the invention may be located on a different node within the distributed
system. In one embodiment of the invention, the node corresponds to a computer system. Alternatively, the node may
correspond to a processor with associated physical memory.
The node may alternatively correspond to a processor with
shared memory and/or resources. Further, software instructions to perform embodiments of the invention may be stored
on a computer readable medium such as a compact disc (CD),
a diskette, or any other computer readable storage device.
While the invention has been described with respect to a
limited number of embodiments, those skilled in the art,
having benefit of this disclosure, will appreciate that other
embodiments can be devised which do not depart from the
scope of the invention as disclosed herein. Accordingly, the
scope of the invention should be limited only by the attached
claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium
comprising computer readable code for data transfer, the
computer readable code when executed performs a method,
the method comprising:
receiving a first Ethernet packet from a source host at a first
Axon,
wherein the first Ethernet packet comprises: a first destination, a first source, and data, wherein the first
source is a source Media Access Control (MAC)
address associated with the source host, and
wherein the first Axon comprises a route entry, wherein
the route entry is indexed by a target identification
associated with the target host and comprises a route
from the first Axon to a second Axon;
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obtaining the route using the first destination, wherein the
route specifies a path through an Axon network from the
first Axon to the second Axon, wherein the second Axon
is operatively connected to the target host, wherein at
least one intermediate Axon is interposed between the
first Axon and the second Axon, and wherein the first
route comprises a plurality of hops, and at least one hop
is identified by an output port of the at least one intermediateAxon, wherein theAxonnetworkcomprises the
first Axon, the second Axon, and the at least one intermediate Axon;
generating an Axon packet, wherein the Axon packet comprises the route and a reverse route, wherein the reverse
route specifies an input port of the first Axon at which the
first Ethernet packet was received, and wherein the
reverse route is generated as the Axon packet traverses
the path through the Axon network, and wherein the
reverse route specifies an input port of each Axon in the
path through which the Axon packet passes along the
path; and
sending the Axon packet to the second Axon using the
route.
2. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 1, wherein generating the Axon packet comprises:
replacing, in the first Ethernet packet, the first destination
with a second destination, and the first source with a
second source to obtain a second Ethernet packet,
wherein the first destination is the target identification,
wherein the second destination is a target MAC address
associated with the target host, and
wherein the second source is a source identification
associated with the source host; and
prepending the route and the reverse route to the second
Ethernet packet to obtain the Axon packet.
3. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 2, wherein the second Axon is configured to:
extract the second Ethernet packet from the Axon packet,
and
send the second Ethernet packet to the second host.
4. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 1, wherein the first destination is a MAC address
associated with the target host.
5. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 4, wherein the Axon comprises a content-addressable memory (CAM) configured to map the target MAC
address to a target identification corresponding to the target
host.
6. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 5, wherein generating the Axon packet comprises:
identifYing the target identification using the first destination and the CAM;
obtaining a route using the target identification; and
prepending the route and the reverse route to the first Ethernet packet.
7. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 6, wherein the second Axon is configured to:
extract the first Ethernet packet from the Axon packet, and
send the first Ethernet packet to the target host.
8. An Axon, comprising:
a processor;
a route lookup module, when executed by the processor, is
configured to:
receive an Ethernet packet from a source host directed to
a target host,
wherein the Ethernet packet comprises: a first destination, a first source, and data, wherein the first

source is a source Media Access Control (MAC)
address associated with the source host;
obtain a route from the Axon to the second Axon using
the first destination,
wherein the second Axon is operatively connected to
the target host,
wherein the route is stored in a route entry,
wherein the route entry is indexed by a target identification associated with the target host,
wherein the route comprises a plurality of hops,
wherein each of the plurality of hops is identified by
an output port of one of a plurality of Axons, and
wherein the plurality of Axons comprises the Axon,
the second Axon, and an intermediate Axon;
generate an Axon packet using the route and the Ethernet
packet, wherein the Axon packet comprises the route;
and
a header processor module, that, when executed by the
processor, is configured to:
receive the Axon packet;
determine an output port for a next forward hop using the
route, wherein the next forward hop is one of the
plurality of hops;
determine whether the output port identified by the next
forward hop is connected to the target host,
when the output port identified by the next forward hop
is connected to the target host, the header processor
module is configured to:
extract the Ethernet packet from the Axon packet, and
send the Ethernet packet to the second host; and
when the output port identified by the next forward hop
is connected to the intermediate Axon interposed
between the Axon and the second Axon, the header
processor module is configured to:
update the route and update the reverse route in the
Axon packet to obtain an updated Axon packet,
wherein the route in the updated Axon packet does
not include the output port for the next forward hop,
and wherein the reverse route in the Axon packet
includes an input of the Axon at which the Ethernet
packet was received, and
send the updated Axon packet, via the switch in the
Axon, the output port.
9. The Axon of claim 8, wherein the Axon comprises a
plurality of input ports and a plurality of output ports.
10. The Axon of claim 9, wherein the route lookup module
and the header processor module are associated with an input
port of the plurality of input ports on which the Ethernet
packet was received.
11. The Axon of claim 8, wherein the source identification
is in a MAC address format.
12. The Axon of claim 8, wherein the target identification is
in a MAC address format.
13. The Axon of claim 8, wherein generating the Axon
packet comprises:
replacing, in the Ethernet packet, the first destination with
a second destination, and the first source with a second
source to obtain a second Ethernet packet,
wherein the first destination is the target identification,
wherein the second destination is a target MAC address
associated with the target host, and
wherein the second source is a source identification
associated with the source host;
combining the route with the second Ethernet packet; and
combining the reverse route with the second Ethernet
packet.
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14. The Axon of claim 8, wherein the first destination is a
target MAC address associated with the target host.
15. The Axon of claim 14, wherein the Axon comprises a
content-addressable memory (CAM) configured to map the
target MAC address to the target identification.
16. The Axon of claim 15, wherein generating the Axon
packet comprises:
identifYing the target identification using the first destination and the CAM; and
obtaining the route using the target identification.

* * * * *
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